ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION Theorem 1
For the tree of order p with e end vertices √ sg (J(G)) = p-e [4] and was also studied by Rall [3] Recently the concept of set domination for a connected graph was introduced by Sampath kumar and L. pushpa latha [ 5] . A set D V(J(G) is an set-dominating set (sd-set)of every set S V(J(G))-D, there existd a non empty set T D such that the sub graph < S T > induced by S Tis connected. The setdominating number √ s J(G) = √ sg (J(G)) of jump graph J(G) is the minimum cardinality of an sd-set. Suppose J(G) is coconnected graph ( i.e, both J(G) and J( ) are connected). The global set domination number √ sg =√ sg (J(G)) of J(G) is the minimum cardinality of an sd-set of both J(G) and J( ). The purpose of this paper is to initiate a study of √ sg .
Hence forth we consider only co-connected graph J(G). Since every global sd-set is a global dominating set and √ s ≥ 2 we have 2 ≤ √ s ≤ √ sg …. (1) We observe that for a path p n on n ≥4 vertices √ sg (J(P n )) =n-2 and for a cycle c n on n≥ 6 vertices √ sg (J(C n )) = n-3 when √-
A √ s -set is minimum sd-set similarly we define √ sg -set etc., one can easily determine √ sg for a tree. We now determine some bounds for √ sg .
Theorem 2. Let J(G) be a co-connected sub graph of
Proof: let u and v be adjacent vertices of degree at least
The bounds in (2) are sharp. The upper bounds attained by paths of length at least 3 and the 5-cycle All jump graphs for which the lower bound is attained can be determined. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper we studied some characterization of some graphs by global set domination. It can used for further research work on set domination theory.
